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Lorna, VP of Developer Experience at Redocly

Good API X makes good DevX. Internal consumers deserve all our magic.

Sales pitch available, see me after class



 
 

Postman State of the API report 2023
 
Top decision factor: how well an API integrates with
internal apps and systems.
 
https://www.postman.com/state-of-api/
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https://www.postman.com/state-of-api/
2021: not in the top three (top in 2022 and 2023)

DevX is about API consumers, but also producers. Internally, we are both.

Share my experience, integrator, consultant, provider and tools vendor



API project pre-requisites
 
•API styles and governance
•Versioning and deprecation policy
•Change review process
•Tools to support the lifecycle
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HAHAHAH only kidding. Let's try that again, making the real world coverge with our ideals



Start with standards
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Standards make transferrable skills and reusable tools; prior art. But also: the standard you expect from your APIs.



OpenAPI descriptions
A standard way to describe an API
• JSON/YAML format
•Endpoints and verbs
•Parameters and schemas
•Reuse elements with $ref
•Responses, including error responses

 
https://openapis.org
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https://openapis.org
Publish it, source of truth for everything



OpenAPI example
openapi: 3.0.1
servers:
  - url: http://datasette.local
  - url: https://datasette.io
info:
  description: Execute SQL queries against a Datasette database and return
      the results as JSON
  title: Datasette API
  version: v1
paths:
  /content.json:
    get:
      description: Accepts SQLite SQL query, returns JSON. Does not allow
          PRAGMA statements.

Credit: https://github.com/APIs-guru/openapi-directory
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https://github.com/APIs-guru/openapi-directory
Datasette awesome web query thing for SQLite. Unofficial API 49 lines long



Design API governance
Start with an existing ruleset
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MINIMAL

Start small, continuous improvement, iterate.



Designing rulesets
 
•Level 0: Is the document valid?
•Level 1: Does it meet basic (compliance) standards?
•Level 2: Is it consistent with the rest of the API?
•Level 3: Is it a joy to work with?
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0: validity, start here

1: PR is audit, security, metadata

2: plurals, casing, resuse

3: rich descriptions, examples, no overloading



Process matters
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Create spaces, collaboration, guardrails. Easy thing = right thing.



Proposing API changes
Use a source control workflow
•Useful and timely feedback mechanisms
•Consider user needs, and existing conventions
•Think (very hard) about how things are named
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Customer is the API developer here

Enable, not hurdle. Get the hive mind on it at this stage

Design-First APIs. Use OpenAPI as source of truth



Automate for success
 
•Use linting to check API fits guidelines
•Create documentation previews
•Spin up mock servers
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Better developer experience for client and server!

Tools help us at design time and at build time, mock servers are not just for integrators



API Council
 
Bring key API contributors together for every review:
 
•Would you want to use this API?
• Is the naming sensible and intuitive?
• Is the change consistent with the existing API?
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product owner / architect / tech lead / technical writer / DevRel / DevX.

AI: very patient writing partner



API experience at scale
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More than one API, our new normal, discovery and developer success



API catalog
Central registry/marketplace/inventory
•All APIs are registered here
•OpenAPI descriptions
•Establish documentation conventions
•Team contact information
•Standards/readiness
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Discovery is the killer of (re)invention

For consumers too. Add third party APIs, whatever



API catalog
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Per-API standards, indicate compatibility levels. As few standards as you need, but no fewer



API lifecycle tools
tl;dr https://openapi.tools/
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https://openapi.tools/
The easy part



API lifecycle tools
•Linting, standard rulesets or make your own
•Documentation, build a preview of proposed changes
•Mock servers, try before you build
•Extensions, improve an existing description
•SDKs, improve developer onboarding
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Extensions, a few transform tools for a common problem. Overlays, and decorators



 



API Lifecycle DevX
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Design: propose, review, discuss.

ALL: lint, docs, mock.

Build: codegen. Publish: additional docs

Great tools. Great experience for devs (both sides)



Resources
•https://lornajane.net
•https://redocly.com
•https://openapi.tools
•https://www.postman.com/state-of-api/
•https://github.com/APIs-guru/openapi-directory
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https://lornajane.net
https://redocly.com
https://openapi.tools
https://www.postman.com/state-of-api/
https://github.com/APIs-guru/openapi-directory
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